Mid-sized. Individual. Successful.
Europe‘s number 1 for building materials, timber, and tiles.

2017/2018

International scope for regional strength
The European community for building and renovation

Europe‘s number 1
for building materials, timber, and tiles:
As of 01 January 2017

■ 475 independent members
■ 1,536 outlets
■ 22 million m2 sales and
exhibition space
■ approximately 3,500 trucks
■ 85,000 pallet storage slots in
6 central warehouses
■ Centrally submitted revenue:
5.9 billion euros

Revenue share
in the German building
materials market:

EUROBAUSTOFF

Other
trading groups

A single individual can achieve a great deal. With a
vision, an objective, perseverance, energy, and a tremendous amount of effort. However, it is considerably
easier in a group. Dynamism, contacts, harnessed
strength, and competence bring every individual
quicker to their objective. The idea of purchasing
building materials, tiles, and timber together was the
start of co-operation. The goal was to obtain better
purchasing prices and thereby gain optimised conditions for greater competitiveness by buying together
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other specialist
co-operatives

in bulk. A community has grown from this idea, which
now supports its specialised dealers in all corporate
matters. Meanwhile, with 380 employees the cooperative headquarters provides a comprehensive
service portfolio to support their specialised dealers
in daily business whilst also giving them a futureoriented outlook. EUROBAUSTOFF has positioned
itself on the market as Europe‘s number 1 specialised
trade co-operative for building materials, timber, and
tiles.
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No future without a past
The origins of a vibrant history

1962

Founding of the INTERPARES cooperative
(1962), the IBS service network (1968)
and the MOBAU cooperative (1971)

1994

Merger to form INTERPARES MOBAU
and creation of the i&M Bauzentrum brand

1995

IBS becomes INTERBAUSTOFF

2000

Initial discussions take place regarding a
cooperation between INTERPARES
MOBAU and INTERBAUSTOFF

2004

Collaboration to create
i&M INTERBAUSTOFF

2006

Rebranding the company into
EUROBAUSTOFF – THE COOPERATIVE

from

Today

Clear visions and fixed objectives require new paths
and new ways of thinking. Only those who can change
will move forward.
EUROBAUSTOFF‘s impressive history is an example
of how development creates strength. The far-reaching
roots have their origins in the early 1960s with the
establishment of the specialist trade cooperatives
INTERPARES, MOBAU, and the IBS service network.
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Europe‘s leading specialist cooperative
for building materials, timber, and tiles

In 1994, the fusion of INTERPARES and MOBAU
marked the initial joining of forces and the origin of the
group brand i&M Bauzentrum. At about the same time,
the IBS service network became INTERBAUSTOFF.
Merging both newly-constituted cooperatives meant
that in 2004, the foundations for the EUROBAUSTOFF
of today were laid.
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Guiding values that shape thoughts and deeds
Mid-sized – individual – successfully

1
2
3

Every community needs standardised values that
everyone involved can accept and represent through
their own deeds. Structures that reliably show the
way and help in staying on the right path.
Regulations, general conditions or habits that act as
guideposts through the day.
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Mid-sized
EUROBAUSTOFF specialist dealers set
themselves apart with streamlined processes
and decision-making structures, fast yet
flexible service offers, and a very personal
relationship with customers. This is thanks to
the specialist dealer‘s direct and immediate
corporate responsibility. It creates a trusting
business relationship with a long-term focus
that benefits everyone involved.
Individual
EUROBAUSTOFF specialist dealers adapt
their business focus to the relevant situation in
the market environment and also to customer
needs. For this reason, every outlet is set up
differently. This means that various customer
wishes can be addressed in a targeted
manner. The requirements of the market are
therefore always covered.
Successfully
EUROBAUSTOFF specialist dealers have an
external turnover of €13.9 billion, making them
the clear market leader in specialised trade for
building materials, timber, and tiles in Germany. The position of market leader also applies
to German-speaking Europe. 475 specialist
dealers are currently active at 1,536 outlets
employing over 42,000 employees plus well
over 3,100 apprentices. Such solidarity gives
the whole group security and confidence.

At EUROBAUSTOFF, a cooperative consisting of
individuals, specific guideposts are essential for
success. They strengthen and secure the continued
existence and future of EUROBAUSTOFF‘s
specialist dealers. At EUROBAUSTOFF, collective
interests are safeguarded with respect to suppliers,
competitors and buyers whilst developing innovative
concepts and services as well as promoting the
independence of each specialised dealer.
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Strength comes from community
Independent entrepreneurs - individual market presence - common values

The large cooperative in the
European market for building
materials, timber, and tiles:
■E
 UROBAUSTOFF specialist dealers
employ about 42,000 expert
specialists in consulting, property
maintenance, and sales.
■T
 he specialist dealers at
EUROBAUSTOFF currently train
3,100 apprentices.
■O
 n sales space totalling 22 million m2,
EUROBAUSTOFF specialist dealers
offer everything relating to building,
renovating and making your home
more attractive.
■W
 ith an exhibition area totalling
312,000 m2, EUROBAUSTOFF
specialist dealers make building and
renovation work an experience.
■E
 UROBAUSTOFF specialist dealers
always have access to over 1.5 million
different items.

We are leaders in Europe for building materials,
timber, and tiles - however, we are only known as the
leading company in this segment within the industry.
EUROBAUSTOFF does not rely on bulk and a
standardised appearance, but relies on powerful
company concepts and individual market presence
instead. Each specialist dealer therefore doesn‘t just
act independently, but also on their own behalf and
they are aligned with the regional needs of their
customers. This capacity to perform connects:
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■■ All EUROBAUSTOFF specialist dealers are always

focused on service and quality.
■■ All EUROBAUSTOFF specialist dealers personally
assist their customers with innovative solutions regardless of the task in hand.
■■ All EUROBAUSTOFF specialist dealers are always
committed and dependable.

The result for each specialist dealer is three
common values that you can rely on:
Competent. Reliable. Focused on the future.
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A strong brand with a common objective
i&M Bauzentrum – EUROBAUSTOFF‘s advertising and marketing alliance

The service promise for
EUROBAUSTOFF specialist dealers
within the i&M Bauzentrum advertising
and marketing alliance:
■ Solutions-oriented specialist consulting
by trained specialists
■ Informative and inspiring exhibitions on
various areas of building
■ Coordinated product ranges for
professionals and for end customers
■ Individual, tailored support on site
■ Low prices due to an effective
procurement and brand policy
■ Sophisticated vehicle fleet
management for quick
deliveries
■ Targeted management
of tradespeople

A good reputation is difficult to gain. This applies to
competition, to partners, and especially to customers.
Along with the i&M Bauzentrum advertising and
marketing alliance, EUROBAUSTOFF offers its
specialist dealers the opportunity to combine their solid
individual reputations with the power of a nationwide
brand. It gives each individual dealer the opportunity for
clear positioning, a high degree of independence, and
clearly distinguishes them from the competition. The
service package provided within i&M Bauzentrum‘s
advertising and marketing alliance is comprehensive
and wide-ranging:
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■■ Strategic brand positioning
■■ Implementing common, exclusive advertising and
marketing strategies with greatly reduced costs for
individual specialist dealers
Up until now approximately 90 specialist dealers in
around 200 outlets have the blue, red, and green
i&M Bauzentrum flag and profit from the brand
awareness of the advertising and marketing alliance.
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Our trademarks: quality-focused and appealing
OPUS1, Prima, Cerabella, Ceratec – self-contained with a clear profile

Damit
bauenProfis

Damit bauen Profis

The powerful brand for paints,
varnishes, and wood-stains
OPUS1 has established itself on the
market for over 20 years offering coordinated
products and solutions for various areas and
for any atmosphere. A wide range of products
for coordinated, creative interior design.

Professionelle Produkte für Haus und Garten

A strong brand regarding building materials
The Prima brand will celebrate 20 years
in 2017 - the best possible proof of brand
continuity and acceptance. This range has
nothing to fear when compared with branded
products - both quality and price are excellent.
This applies to pitched and flat roofs, dry
construction and interior installation, door
handles, fastenings, tile accessories,
construction chemicals, mortars and plasters,
garden and landscaping, as well as underground
construction.

Exclusive brands
for tiles/natural stone specialists
Leading German and international manufacturers
ensure the highest quality standards. The
exclusive range of tiles and accessories
distinguishes itself from the competition with
innovative design, focused on current trends.
Cerabella and Ceratec can only be obtained from
the specialists in the tiles/natural stone sector.
There are many ways of distinguishing yourself from the
competition, being different, or simply even better. With
regard to product ranges and offers, differentiation is
more difficult. Individual trademarks create their own
unique character here, as these products can only be
obtained from EUROBAUSTOFF‘s specialist dealers.
All products from the trademark ranges are subject to
frequent quality controls via the industry itself, specialist
dealers, and EUROBAUSTOFF equally. Attractive
alternatives to brand items are available with Prima and
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OPUS1. This means EUROBAUSTOFF specialist
retailers provide a correspondingly larger selection and
depth of products in many product ranges. With regard
to the range of tiles, EUROBAUSTOFF also stocks
Cerabella and Ceratec, two particularly exclusive
brands yet still at excellent sales prices.
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Commitment is the best foundation
Specialist knowledge of building materials from the cellar to the roof

EUROBAUSTOFF‘s building
material expertise in numbers:
■ Every fourth roof in Germany has been
supplied by a EUROBAUSTOFF
specialist dealer.
■ Well-trained employees advise
EUROBAUSTOFF specialist dealers in
all enquiries regarding the relevant product
range. The specializations are:
– Roof & façade/construction metals
– Building construction
– Civil engineering and landscaping
– Dry construction and insulation materials
■ EUROBAUSTOFF is a reliable partner
for all these dealers, with regard to
customer advice, stocking, logistics,
marketing, and sales.

Customers nowadays do not just expect a varied
selection, but also know-how in all areas. First, the
combination of quality, choice, and persuasion creates
security and trust. The EUROBAUSTOFF specialist
dealers provide this expertise at their 1,536
outlets - regardless of whether it is a specialist retail
market or a large building centre. The individual
requirements of all customer groups - tradespeople,
professional, and private customers - can be ideally
covered. Over 1.500 suppliers are listed within the
building materials sector, including the best branded
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manufacturers from all product range segments. An
extremely large number of products that provides the
customer with all options for selecting the right one.
Industry experts work at EUROBAUSTOFF. They
know exactly what they are talking about; they are
familiar with the materials and how they are made, as
well as being passionate about their area of
specialisation. Both trade professionals and private
customers experience this passion for building and
renovation every day.
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Sustainability is the strongest argument
Highly competent with regard to timber and construction elements

The competences of
EUROBAUSTOFF:
■ When it comes to purchasing and trade
sales, experienced employees 		
assist EUROBAUSTOFF‘s specialist
dealers on active sales and target
group-oriented marketing on site:
■ Procurement management of
all timber products
– List of all relevant suppliers in the
industry
– Purchase of standard product ranges
		 for storage and property requirements
– Imports from Scandinavia, Russia, Asia,
		 and South America
– Product range choice according to
		 target groups and operation types
■ Procurement management of all
construction elements
– Lists of all main suppliers for doors,
		 windows, gates, and staircases
		 including accessories
■ Sales concepts and marketing for the
building materials trade, timber trade,
and construction elements trade, as well
as for the carpenter, joiner, fitter, and end
consumer target groups in all trades in
new building construction, extension,
furnishing, and refurbishment.

Timber is one of the most versatile building materials
available and provides a great range of applications for
the house and garden. Construction elements fulfil
various functions and also serve to design and shape
a building, both on the inside and the outside.
EUROBAUSTOFF and their specialist dealers‘
know-how in this area is divided into different operation
types. In addition to specialised timber dealers and
timber centres, many building material dealers and
building centres also have an extensive selection in
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the areas of timber materials, building components,
sawn timber, planed timber, flooring and timber for
gardens. Demand from all trades and customer
groups, such as carpenters, joiners, roofers,
assemblers or end consumers, is optimally covered
with
individually
adjusted
product
ranges.
EUROBAUSTOFF specialist dealers already have a
leading position on the market in many areas, like
construction elements, sawn timber, OSB, skylights or
insulation, to name a few.
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Variety and creativity the foundation of attractive exhibitions
Tiles and natural stone: passion for design and function

EUROBAUSTOFF‘s
expertise in tiles:
■ Employees with experience in the trade
and industry assist EUROBAUSTOFF‘s
specialist dealers in active sales and target
group-oriented marketing on location
■ International procurement management
with over 180 brands in all product lines
for successful tile sales.
■ Specialised group work as a specialist
forum with the brands:
– Cerabella, with over 220 different
		products
– Ceratec, with accessories and
construction chemicals for tiling
specialists

We are a partner of the initiatives

Ceramics and natural stone are consistently fascinating building materials and are the embodiment of
individuality, high-class living, and the joy of life.
Customers looking for a highly attractive selection of
ceramic surfaces and natural stone for walls and floors
will find them at EUROBAUSTOFF specialist dealers,
along with building chemicals, laying materials, tools,
and accessories. Expert advice, a wide range, and
strong service are appreciated to the same degree by
professional customers as well as by private
builders and renovators.
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EUROBAUSTOFF works together with all renowned
international suppliers and is constantly on the lookout
for new products and solutions from around the world.
Frequent market observation results in an improved
product range which is brought to market in a targeted
manner. Customers experience this enthusiasm for
tiles and natural stone in its stunning variety within
inspiring and informative exhibitions.
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Professionalism knows no compromises
Every customer benefits from the work of specialist groups

The leading product rage specialists
meet up in the EUROBAUSTOFF
specialist groups:
■ Regular information exchanges
during meetings
■ Group purchases to buy in bulk
and to manage product range
■ Qualified training and advanced
training of managerial staff and
employees for outstanding quality
of advice
■ Active marketing with specific,
target-group oriented discourse
■ Intensive supplier contacts

Professional customers in construction, development, and refurbishment have high requirements
when it comes to their trading partner‘s product range
quality, consulting and service offers.
In order to satisfy these specific requirements, the
specialist dealers‘ leading product range experts
work together in eight EUROBAUSTOFF specialist
groups. State-of-the-art, specialised product ranges
in structural engineering emerge due to close
collaboration with the EUROBAUSTOFF specialist
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fields. Service-oriented partnerships with suppliers
from the industry are sustainably encouraged through
this work. The work and service programme in each
group is arranged in a manner that is correspondingly
professional.
This ensures that all EUROBAUSTOFF specialist
dealers have noticeable competitive advantages, and
that every customer benefits from them.
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Trust is built on variety and brand quality
A specialist builder‘s merchants stands out through choice and being up-to-date

Selection and service are best proven
by facts and figures:
■ Approx. 800 listed suppliers in the
retail sector
■ Approx. 790,000 items for (specialist)
building stores
■ EUROBAUSTOFF specialist dealers
provide the largest variety of renowned
national and international brands in all
product areas

EUROBAUSTOFF‘s specialist dealers serve professionals and private customers - two target groups with
different demands and needs. That‘s why the cooperative offers each individual specialist dealer a
customised product range, marketing and success concept adapted to the size of their store in order to satisfy
regional customer demands in a targeted manner. This
means every specialist dealer gets the best possible
support - including smaller specialist markets from 50
m2 in area to builder‘s merchant stores over 6,000 m2.
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Continuous development and rigorous market
observation mean that the specialist dealers have sales
areas that are customer-oriented and tailored to the
market. The product range covers all ranges in the
do-it-yourself sector for do-it-yourselfers and professional handymen. Corresponding services professionally
round off the offer.
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Presenting merchandise and awakening emotions
Captivating ideas in interactive showrooms

Selection and service are best
proven by facts and figures:
■ A large number of interactive showrooms
over an area equivalent to approximately
55 football pitches.
■ Over 450 subject-specific presentation
vehicles in use
■ Optimally coordinated system solutions
are presented, not individual products
■ Tradespeople also readily use the
specialist dealers‘ exhibits to help their
customers select products.

Modern, sophisticated showrooms are a clear
sign of professional expertise. EUROBAUSTOFF
specialist dealers clearly rise above the competition
with creative, up-to-date, and - above all - interactive product presentations. Constructional application details are illustratively presented on presentation vehicles therefore making the big picture clear.
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Decorative ranges such as baths and tiles, or
wall and floor design are shown in examples of
living room areas to provide ideas and impulses
in a convincing way. Touching and testing are the
main focuses in the exhibitions set out by
EUROBAUSTOFF specialist dealers.
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With the power of two hearts
Cooperative centres in Bad Nauheim and Karlsruhe

EUROBAUSTOFF supports their
specialist dealers in future-oriented
company positioning in the following
areas:
Corporate organisation, management & EDV
Outlet development & logistics
Procurement & purchasing
Sales, marketing & advertising
Personnel
Finances
Contact partner from the region for the
region
Regional managers act as a link between the
specialist dealers and the EUROBAUSTOFF
headquarters. They provide EUROBAUSTOFF
specialist dealers with holistic consulting
from a comprehensive position - with wide
background knowledge and understanding
of regional conditions. They are committed
individuals, networkers, and multipliers for
each individual specialist dealer and also
for the specialists from the co-operative‘s
headquarters. On the one hand, the
objective is to ensure optimum support for
specialist dealers in all company areas
through EUROBAUSTOFF, and on the
other hand to establish the specialist
dealers‘ role within the cooperative.
EUROBAUSTOFF encourages and supports the
strengths of mid-sized specialist dealers with
comprehensive range of services and advice.
380 employees based in both co-operative centres in
Karlsruhe and Bad Nauheim provide support to their
specialist dealers. They answer questions regarding
operational business and are always on the lookout for
innovative solutions for everything relating to
building and refurbishment. The service packages for
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marketing, organisation, invoicing, accounting and other
business management subjects make daily operations
noticeably easier and more efficient for our specialist
dealers.
This background work guarantees fully developed solutions for customers on-site with well-designed specialist
dealer services and extraordinary professional and consulting expertise.
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Customised EDP, software and IT services
Consistent solutions for successful action

EUROBAUSTOFF supports its specialist
dealers with the following services:
■ Software solutions
– A holistic, tailored portfolio of software
– User-oriented, cost-effective,
		 high-performance IT solutions and
		 industry software
■ Hardware and cloud solutions
– Installation and support with modern
		 hardware technologies
– Managed Service ASP in the
EUROBAUSTOFF cloud as a
interesting alternative to an on-site
server
■ Networking across the whole cooperative
– Seamless, fully accessible, convenient 		
		 connection of specialist dealers to the 		
		 cooperative and also to their regional
		 central warehouses
– Interlocking the cooperative to a
standardised IT and organisational
system
■ Services
– INFOKOM hotline (first level) for general
		 user enquiries and a fast response
– Regional customer support (second
level) with fixed contact partners
– Customised IT services, e.g.
maintenance of item data, printing
and dispatch of bulk documents

For almost 40 years INFOKOM GmbH, the
EUROBAUSTOFF subsidiary, has been the expert
IT partner for all modes of operation for the wholesale and retail building materials trade. In addition to
holistic support and development of IT systems for
EUROBAUSTOFF and its central warehouse, the
consulting and system company also offers individual specialist dealers a highly attractive portfolio of
products and services. As well as improving
individual operational procedures, INFOKOM‘s area
of activity also includes optimising and automating
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company-wide processes. Knowledge pertaining to
data structures, business processes, and all infrastructure are important conditions for the best possible
integration of specialist dealers into the cooperative
along with a direct connection to central data streams.
Not only do specialist dealers themselves benefit from a
functioning IT system, but their customers do as well.
For example, quick access to customer or item data,
or trouble-free logistics are both ensured.
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Digitalisation for the building materials trade
Product data management

EUROBAUSTOFF supports its specialist
dealers with the following services:
■ Product data management as a
foundation for optimised stationary trade
– Merchandise management warehousing - stock management
– Logistics
– Digital pricing
– EUROBAUSTOFF TV
– Supplements, brochures
– Catalogues
– Displays
– Digital exhibitions
■ Product data management as foundation
for optimised on-line activities
– Web pages
– Online shops for B2B and B2C
– E-procurement
– Mobile shopping (app, smart phone)

Networking
of
the
digitalised
construction
industry starts now. In order to keep track of matters
between BIM and Industrie 4.0 and to use the
correct data strings, EUROBAUSTOFF supports its
specialist dealers with the collection, preparation, and
administration of relevant data. The objective is to
make all relevant data available centrally and
comprehensively to specialist dealers on the
same database whilst being protected in data
protection terms. Data specialists are available to
corporate users in the cooperative headquarters
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as contact partners, and their focus is solely on
this topic. Item master data is classified and then
supplemented with media data, advertising texts,
attributes, and keywords. This results in expanded
product data that can also be used for various activities
in stationary and on-line trading, whilst also allowing
for various cross-channel activities. This ensures
trouble-free procedures, optimised processes,and
greater efficiency in day-to-day business for the
specialist dealer. He can focus much more intensely
on the most important issue - the customer.
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Future-oriented visions become reality
Outlet development and logistics

EUROBAUSTOFF supports its specialist
dealers with the following services:
■ Outlet and competitor analyses
■ Outlet strengths and weaknesses
■ Product range analysis
■ Customer structure analysis
■ Customised concept and product
range development
■ Planning areas and routing
■ Planning and implementing garden and
landscape exhibitions
■ Logistics consulting
■ Discussions with suppliers
■ Shop fittings and exhibition construction,
signage

EUROBAUSTOFF supports its specialist dealers
with competent, committed experts with regard
to outlet planning and fittings on site. It provides
support for new openings, reconstructions or expansions through comprehensive market and competitor
analyses from architecture and construction planning, as well as talks with suppliers, advertising and
opening.
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Modern locations thrive on effective storage areas
and intuitive logistics paths - starting with drive-ins
suitable for end customers to modern high-bay
warehouses oriented towards professionals.
EUROBAUSTOFF provides reliable solutions here.
The dealer‘s customers experience this, imperceptibly,
every day. In addition, EUROBAUSTOFF designs
and creates sales areas and exhibitions that make
a statement.
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Persuasive, convincing presentation
Outlet development and logistics

The benefits of the EUROBAUSTOFF
shop concept include:
■C
 learly arranged floor plans and
product presentation
■A
 balanced product range based
on current trends
■M
 odern, attractive design for an
emotionally engaged shopping
experience
■E
 ase of comparability of
various products
■F
 lexible application for various
suppliers and/or product lines

Today, purely functional merchandise presentations are no longer remotely sufficient for attractive,
customer-oriented outlet design. Modern sales
areas also have to be state-of-the-art when it comes
to interior design and appearance. Only then does the
purchase become more than just a necessity for the
customer - it becomes about discovering, comparing,
and experiencing products.
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To achieve this, EUROBAUSTOFF specialist
dealers rely on various modular shop concepts that are
coordinated to meet individual on-site needs. Tools
and machines are staged in the „Brand Machine Shop“
in a contemporary manner, while work clothes are
presented under the „Fashion at Work“ heading or
other goods on special offer are staged in special
promotional areas. Showrooms designed in a
modern, streamlined, and friendly manner invite
tradespeople and private customers to discover
products and gather ideas.
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Financial benefits through networked purchasing
Quick to react - flexible - close to the customer

EUROBAUSTOFF supports its
specialist dealers in the following
areas:
■C
 lassification and optimisation
of suppliers
■C
 losing out contracts and
safeguarding supply sources
■N
 egotiating purchasing activities
and conditions
■M
 arket and potential analyses,
as well as yield management
■ Bundling procurement volumes
■P
 roduct rage expansion and
purchase marketing
■ Turnover and yield controlling
■ Securing additional revenue
■O
 n-site support of EUROBAUSTOFF
specialist dealers
■ Import business
■ Marketing and sales activities

Business success on location is decisive even in
times of globalisation. Quick responses, flexibility,
customer focus, and attractive products are what count.
EUROBAUSTOFF‘s centrally organised procurement is
always looking for the best products and terms for their
specialist dealers. It negotiates all important parameters
for each product with each individual manufacturer and
supplier. Purchasing price, delivery terms, discounts,
payment conditions - just a few details that are reflected
in a competitive sales price.
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EUROBAUSTOFF‘s category and product managers have a decisive argument in such cases: They
purchase in bulk quantities for a large cooperative.
Such bulk purchasing and the associated better
conditions are also enjoyed by customers when they
come to purchase: top-quality brands and quality products at attractive prices. Following the same principle,
EUROBAUSTOFF also supports its specialist dealers
in acquiring investment goods like vehicles, warehouse
equipment, fuel, electricity etc.
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Consistent product ranges at optimal conditions
Local - regional - central

The following advantages, amongst
others, result from the combination
of centrally managed and regional
purchasing:
■ Top conditions and low prices
through bulk purchasing
■ Optimally coordinated product ranges
that can be serviced by different 		
suppliers in different regions
■ Conscious support of regional
manu facturers
■ Timely, cost-effective availability
of international products through
in-house import activities
■ Taking features that apply across
the board into account

Ideally located central warehouses also offer
additional advantages:
In the case of direct purchases the
goods are transported directly from
industry to the EUROBAUSTOFF
specialist dealer - which is expedient
with larger quantities for regular stocking
of their own warehouse.
If these are smaller quantities, goods
that are not required every day, or there
is a focus on reducing equity that is tied
up but without compromising on the
depth, scope or quality of the range,
EUROBAUSTOFF provides its specialist
dealers with six strategically located
central warehouses, which are an
optimal solution to ensure high
availability of products at low cost.
The modern logistics centres have more
than 85,000 pallet storage slots. With up
to four deliveries per week, they ensure
fast, comprehensive supply of the
dealer‘s warehouses and improve
customer satisfaction due to quick
supply.

Ideally located central warehouses
also offer additional advantages:
■ Deliveries from the central warehouse
replace numerous deliveries from
suppliers and ensure greatly reduced
complexity in deliveries.
■ Flexible supply if more supplies are
required
■ Considerable reduction in warehouse
space with an extended product range
■ Less need for space
■ Much lower capital tie-up
■ Lower ordering and administrative
expenses

© Holz-Richter GmbH

EUROBAUSTOFF‘s networked purchasing activities are divided into central purchasing and regional
and/or local purchasing. Bundling large volumes in
national and international procurement ensures top
conditions that benefit the specialised dealers and
are ultimately passed on to customers. In addition
to centrally managed purchasing of large amounts
of merchandise, EUROBAUSTOFF‘s specialist
dealers also have a number of regional suppliers
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available to them. Products are obtained from local
manufacturers whenever possible - including the
advantages of purchasing in bulk. Through regional and locally differentiated purchasing activities,
our specialist dealers can also serve customer
groups that focus on purchasing regional products,
for instance timber from the region, which is an
advantage for both parties involved.
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360° marketing and advertising with a full concept
stationary and on-line

EUROBAUSTOFF supports its
specialist dealers with the following
services:
■S
 trategic advice for EUROBAUSTOFF
specialist dealers in marketing &
advertising
■A
 dvertising concepts and planning
suitable for target groups
■A
 dvertising material in printed and
digital form with customising options
for professionals and end customers.
■O
 ffice equipment and advertising for
the outlet
■A
 dvertising materials - from
give-aways to premium items
■ Implementing individual advertising
measures
■D
 igital range of services for crosschannel builders‘ merchants trade
– Webpages and contents
– Online advertising
– EUROBAUSTOFF TV
– Digital exhibition

Holistic advertising is increasingly complex, but
is also indispensable in the current competitive
climate. EUROBAUSTOFF provides its specialist
dealers with effective measures for all channels of
communication - on-line, off-line, and in the showroom. Inserts and flyers with current offers support
the specialist dealers with regular campaign advertising, at events, at new openings or re-openings, as
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well as special showings. Pre-prepared catalogues
and brochures highlight the specialist dealers‘
competence whilst giving customers inspiration and
solutions to problems at the same time. A number
of different internet web portals provide additional
information on-line. Comprehensive, well-informed
advertising material helps specialist dealers obtain
and maintain trade customers.
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Staff as the foundation for success
Support for all matters relating to personnel management and development

EUROBAUSTOFF supports its specialist dealers with the following services:
■B
 rochures, check lists and sample
contracts on many topics regarding
personnel
■T
 elephone advice service on labour
law, occupational safety and personnel
management
■O
 ffers/brokerage from external service
providers
■E
 xtensive seminar programmes with
approximately 500 events and over
5,000 satisfied participants annually –
EUROBAUSTOFF career concept with
qualifications that build on each other,
along with recognised certificates as an
attractive career programme for employees of specialist dealers
– Team leadership training for
employees
– Specialist business administration
seminars
– Sales techniques and merchandise
knowledge
– Training purchasers
– Seminars for industry newcomers
– „Ausbildung mit Erfolg“
(„Training with success“) –
the programme for apprentices
– Seminars regarding refurbishment
– Training in the warehousing and
logistics sectors
– Training in on-line and modern media
■ In-house seminars - exclusive, costeffective, and specially tailored to the
individual specialist dealer
Friendly, competent, and enthusiastic employees
are the most important capital within a company.
Particularly compared to builder‘s merchants,
EUROBAUSTOFF specialist dealers have well-trained
personnel. For this purpose, EUROBAUSTOFF
offers seminar programmes that are frequently used,
with advanced training and coaching that prepares
employees and management staff in all areas of dayto-day business activities. The expertise acquired
here is used by the specialist dealers‘ employees on
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a daily basis when providing customer advice with
a friendly, professional approach and courteous
service. Good employees first have to be found, then
their loyalty to the company should be ensured. Often,
this is not easy. That‘s why EUROBAUSTOFF
supports their specialist dealers in any issues regarding personnel management. The entrepreneurs can
also rely on advice from specialists within the cooperative even with regard to questions on occupational
law and occupational safety.
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Comprehensive security for the company
Financial services

EUROBAUSTOFF supports its specialist
dealers with the following services:
■ Current information on taxes and subsidies
■ Centralised invoicing
■ Discounted leasing options
■ Performing inter-company comparisons
■ Bonus settlements and reimbursements
■ Offers on cashless payment transactions
■ Credit information
■ Issuing interest rate comparisons
■ Insurance policy for risk coverage
■ Framework agreements and offers regarding
sales financing and factoring

VERSICHERUNGS
MAKLER GMBH
A special broker is available to
EUROBAUSTOFF specialised dealers
for any insurance-related questions
providing the following services:
■ Individual on-site consulting with many
years of experience in the building
materials trade
■ Risk management
■ Customised coverage concepts and
framework agreements, e.g.
– Eurobau policy
– Credit on goods
– Motor vehicles
– D&O insurance
■ Experienced damage management
team
■ Premium statements via centralised
invoice processing

Finance-oriented services are becoming more
significant for mid-sized companies in the building
trade sector. They provide clarity regarding the
economic situation, assist in liquidity management,
and create necessary elbow room should it become
necessary. At EUROBAUSTOFF, trust therefore
begins where it ends for many: with money.
EUROBAUSTOFF assists its specialist dealers in
securing the future of their companies with a wide
range of financial services; thereby securing the
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continued existence and success of each individual
specialist dealer within the cooperative. This is
rounded off with its own insurance policy, which
covers all relevant risk areas and fully protects
the company. These financial services guarantee
the specialist dealers‘ long-term supply capability
thereby also giving the customer crucial security
within their project planning.
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Active proof of performance
and a provider of ideas
The EUROBAUSTOFF FORUM

Europe‘s number 1 for building
materials, timber, and tiles
makes its mark once again in 2017:
■ 40,000 m2 exhibition area
■5
 50 exhibitors from the supplier and
service provider sector.
■ 8,000 participants
■P
 ractice-oriented event for
apprentices
■P
 resentation of future-oriented special
topics, diverse exhibition concepts,
and trade-oriented specialist market
solutions
■A
 n attractive supporting programme,
e.g. specialist lectures and much
more.

EUROBAUSTOFF proves its effectiveness with
numerous renowned suppliers and service providers
at the modern exhibition grounds in Cologne.
EUROBAUSTOFF‘s specialist dealers discover current
trends, technologies, and innovations in all product
categories. Future-oriented impulses for market building
and offers of cooperation across product ranges optimise
day-to-day business procedures whilst helping
EUROBAUSTOFF specialist dealers maintain efficiency
in dealing with customers in the future and to also
remain attractive. The specialist forum with top-class
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consultants on current industry topics is a meeting and
information point for decision-makers and those with a
strong interest in the field.
The EUROBAUSTOFF FORUM provides ideas and
innovation to all EUROBAUSTOFF specialist dealers
and offers a complete programme that answers any
questions relating to topics such as merchandise,
services or marketing.
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